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Exact solutions to Fokker-Planck equations with nonlinear drift are considered. Applications of 
these exact solutions for concrete models are studied. We arrive at the conclusion that for certain 
drifts we obtain divergent moments (and infinite relaxation time) if the diffusion process can be 
extended without any obstacle to the whole space. But if we introduce a potential barrier that 
limits the diffusion process, moments converge with a finite relaxation time. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A time-dependent Fokker-Planck equation (FPE) de-
scribes the dynamical evolution of the diffusion processes. 
Nevertheless, when the dynamics of the process is nonlinear 
it is very difficult to obtain exact or even approximate solu-
tions of such FPE's. Since at the present time nonlinear pro-
cesses are ofhi8hest interest (instabilities, phase transitions, 
etc.)· many people have tried to find exactly soluble nonlin-
ear models. 2-7 
The most common technique used to solve exactly a 
FPE consists in separating the temporal from the spatial 
dependence; this latter one is solved by means of an eigen-
function expansion in the same way as occurs with the 
SchrOdinger equation. 2-4 
Another more direct although more skillful technique 
is initiated in Ref. 6 and continued in Ref. 8. It consists in 
separating the part which is most related to the potential of 
the process (which causes the nonlinearity) from the prob-
ability density P (q,t ); then, by means of convenient assump-
tions, the remaining part of P (q,t ) is solved separately assum-
ing that it is Gaussian. Concretely in Ref. 8 we have found 
that the N-dimensional FPE 
P(q,t) = -al'[p'(q).P(q,t)) +~al' al'p(q,t), (1.1) 
when al'=a/aql' (sum over repeated Greek indices is as-
sumed) has an exact solution, with the usual initial condition 
P(q,O) = c5ft(q - qo) (1.2) 
if the drift/I'(q) = /1' (q.,q2, ... ,qN) has the form 
/I'(q) = - aql' + al' t,6 (q)/t,6 (q), (1.3) 
where 
t,6(q) = kU.lakF(lkl! laqi) 
+PkqkF(lk + ~ I ~ laqi 1)1, (1.4) 
the a K and P k being arbitrary constants and the 1 k arbitrary 
parameters. The function F(/k 1!laqi) is the hypergeometric 
confluent function. In this case the exact solution to the FPE 
(1.1) is 
with 
Pk(t )==qOke - at, 
17(t)=l - e- 2at• 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
In Ref. 8 we have also found solutions of Eqs. (1.1) for a drift 
with spherical symmetry of the form 
f(r) = [ - ar + dt,6 (rlldr]! 
t,6(r) r (1.9) 
with 
t,6 (r) = laF(/IN /2Iar)J (1.10) 
for whatever value of the dimension N of the phase space, 
and 
t,6(r) = laF(/1 ~Iar) + pr- N 
XF(/+ 1- ~12- ~lar)1 (1.11) 
if N is odd. In these cases the normalized solution of the FPE 
is given by (1.5) with t,6 (q) given by (1.10) or (1.11) and 
b =(4/- N}a. (1.12) 
In this article we intend to study some of the applications of 
these solutions for concrete models. 
II. A FIRST MODEL OF NONLINEAR DIFFUSION 
By means of an adequate selection of the constants ak 
andPk that appear in (1.4) we can write 
t,6 (q) = 1 kU. {e(a I2J<dD - 21)v'20qk)} I, (2.1) 
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where D _ I, hfiAq d is the parabolic cylindric function de-
fined by9 
D (z) = z1'/2e -r/4 { F(1/2) F( - v 11.-1 r) 
v F((1 _ v)/2) 2 2 2 
+~ F( -1/2) F(I- v I~I r)}. (2.2) 
..[i F(-v/2) 2 2 2 
For t~o the functions D_I,(..j2Qqd do not have real 
zeros and instead of (2.1) we can write 
N 
¢ (q) = II {e(a I2)9iD _ 21, (..j2Qqk)}· (2.3) 
k=1 
The characteristic function e (.u I'.··' I'-N ) associated to a 
density of probability P(q,t) is given byl 
() (1'-1'···' I'-N)== f dql .•. dqN 
xexp{i(l'-lql + ... + I'-NqN)}P(q,t). 
(2.4) 
Substituting in (2.4) the probability density given by Eq. (1.5) 
with ¢ (q) given by (2.3) we have 
e (1'-1'···' I'-N) 
(
a )N12 e- 1b12)t 
= 21T ¢ (qo)(sinh at )N 12 
N f+cc {I X JI -cc dqk D _ZI,(..j2Qqk)exp il'-kqk +2aq~ 
_ 
a(qk - flk(t W}, 
1](t) 
(2.5) 
D _ 21,(..j2Qqk) 
- (1/2)a9i iCC e r;;-: 2 21-1 
= exp( - ,,2aqkS - ! s)s' ds 
F(2/k ) 0 
~>~. ~~ 
Substituting (2.6) in (2.5) we finally arrive at 
where 
Pk=..j2Qqok + i(zl..j2Q)(sinhat)l'-k· (2.8) 
Once we have evaluated the characteristic function, 
moments follow easilyl: 
1 (}'() (I'-I ••• I'-r) I (ql,···,qr) = - . 
i' al'-I···al'-r 1',= ... = 1',=0 
(2.9) 
In our case 
_ at 4/k . D - 21, - d..j2Qqk) (qdt) = qOke - -- (smh at) ---=----
..j2Q D -21,(..j2Qqk) 
(/k>O) (2.10) 
and 
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([qdt )]2) =q~ke-2at+ 1_e- 2at 
2a 
8/k -at( . h ) D- 2Ik - I(..j2QqOk) 
- -- qo e sm at ---=.----
..j2Q , D _ 21. (..j2Qqok ) 
4/k(/k + 1) ( . h2 ) D- 21.- 2(..j2Qqk) + sm at ---=----
a D _ 21. (..j2QqOk) 
(/k>O). (2.11) 
In this model the drift may be written in the form 
f I'(q) = - aq I' - 2/1'..fa [ D _ 21,.. _ I (..j2Qq)1 D _ 21,.. (..j2Qq) ] . 
(2.12) 
The first moment (2.10) as a function of the drift is 
(qdt) = qOke-at + (sinhat)[qok + fdqo)la]. (2.13) 
This first moment presents a "boomerang" effect since the 
average velocity 
d(qdt) {-at [fk(qo)]} dt = - a qOke - (cosh at) qo + -a-
(2.14) 
becomes equal to zero and changes the sign if 0 < Ik < 1 and 
- qlk < qOk <qlk (± qlk are the positions of the maxima of 
the potential ofthe drift) for a time tb (see Ref. 6): 
( ) _ 1 1 [a
qo• - fk(qo) ] 
tb k -- n . 
2a aqOk + fk (qo) (2.15) 
We easily observe that Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) give 
lim l(qdt)1 = lim l(qdt)2)1 = 00, (2.16) 
1-00 1_00 
except for 1 k = 0 that corresponds to the case of linear drift 
[see Eq. (2.12)]. 
We can also consider the model with spherical symme-
try such that, when qo = 0, the probability density (1.5) can 
be written as 
P(r t 10) = (-.!L)NI2 ¢(r) exp{ - (b/2)t - arl1](t)} 
, 21T ¢ (0) (sinh at)N 12 ' 
(2.17) 
wherer==(~:= I ~)1/2and¢ (r) is given by (1.10). Fori> 0 the 
function F(IIN 121ar) has no zeros and since F(alcIO) = 1, 
we have 
¢ (r)1 ¢ (0) = F(/ IN 121ar) (1)0). (2.18) 
For this model the potential V(r) ofthe drift (1.3) is 
V(r) = !ar - In F(/IN 121ar) (/>0). 
In Fig. 1 we represent this potential when N = 1 and a = 1, 
for the cases (a) / = 0, (b) / = 0.1, and (c) / = 0.5. The mo-
ments ([r(t )]m) are given by 
([r(t)]m) = (21T)N12 iCC ~+m-IP(r,tIO)dr 
F(N 12) 0 
(m = 1,2, ... ). (2.19) 
Substituting in (2.19) the probability density given by (2.17) 
and since9 
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VCr) 
(a) 
r 
(c) 
FIG. 1. Representation of the potential V(r) when N = 1 and a = 1 for the 
cases (a) I = 0, (b) 1= 0.1, and (c) 1=0.5. 
LOO e-azzv-IF(alclzjdz 
= a- vr(V)F(a,vlcl ~). (2.20) 
for Re a > 0, Re a > Re k, Re V> 0, we arrive easily at 
([r(t)]m) = r((m +N)/2) e-21at[11(t)]m/2 
21-NI2amI2r(N /2) 
(2.21) 
In this case the velocity of the moments is given by 
d ([r(t )]m) = 2N12r((m + r)/2) e - 2lat [l1(t )]m/2 - I 
dt aml2 - Ir (N Iz) 
X {[; (1 -l1(t)) + 111(t)] 
XF(/, m;NI~ll1(t)) 
+ I(N;m) l1(t)(I-11(t))F(1 +1,1 
+ m ; Nil + ~ I 11(t)) }. (2.22) 
Now we investigate the behavior of the moments ([r(t )]m) 
for large times (t> 1120). In this case 
l1(t)-+1 (t>1I2a) (2.23) 
and since9 
F(a,b Iclz) = r(c)r(c - a - b) 
rIc - b )r(c - a) 
XF(a,b la + b - c + 1Il-z) 
+ (l_z)(-a-b) r(a)r(a + b - c) 
r(a)r(b) 
XF(c -a,c - b Ic - a - b + lI1-z) (2.24) 
and F(a,b Icll - n)~1 (t>1I2a), we arrive at 
([r(t)]m)--- r(/+m/2) emat (t>_I_ and 1#0). 
21-N12am12r(l) 20 
(2.25) 
This expression diverges when t-+oo. 
The case I = 0 corresponds to linear drift and, there-
fore, presents no difficulty. 
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We come to the conclusion that both models presented 
in this section could not be valid for the study of the temporal 
evolution of physical systems towards equilibrium. In the 
following section we find a mechanism that yields exactly 
soluble models that relax towards equilibrium with a finite 
relaxation time. 
III. ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL WITH POTENTIAL 
BARRIER 
For a one-dimensional system the potential V(x) of the 
drift (1.3) is 
V(x) = ~ax2 -In f/J (x), (3.1) 
where f/J (x) is given by Eq. (1.4). By means of an adequate 
choice of the constants a k andf3k' we can write 
f/J (x) = U(/I~lax2), (3.2) 
where U(/I!lax2) is a function of Kummer.9 Let us suppose 
now, that, for a certain value of XI <xo, there exists a poten-
tial barrier, that is, 
V(x) = {!ax2 -In f/J (x), x;;;.x l , (3.3) 
00, x<x l , 
which is equivalent to the following expression for f/J (x) 
f/J (x) = {U(/I~lax2), X;;;'XI' (3.4) 
0, x<x l • 
This is possible since f/J (x) = 0 is also a solution of the differ-
ential equation that satisfies the function (3.2) (see Ref. 8). 
In this case, and supposing that Xo = 0, the probability 
density is 
P(x,t 10) = (.!!.....)112 f/J (x) exp{ - (bI2)t - ax2/11(t)1. 
2", f/J (0) (sinh at )1/2 
(3.5) 
In this model the moments are evaluated by 
([x(t)]m) = roo xmp(x,t 10jdx (m = 1,2, ... ), (3.6) Jx, 
following the procedure described in the Appendix. Express-
ion (3.6) becomes 
([x(t )]m) = r(1 + ~) (l1(t ))mI2-l 
2",am12 
X exp [ - 21at + axi 111(t)] 
00 
X I tIInm)(e,x\;l1(t)), (3.7) 
n~O 
where 
./Jl)(1 . (t)) = (l)n (I + !)n (1 __ 1_)n 
'fn ,xhl1 I ( ) n. 11 t 
X U(I + n I-..!..I axi ), (3.8a) 
2 l1(t) 
tII;l(i, x \;l1(t )) 
(/)n(/+!)n(I __ 1 ) [axi u(/+n+..!..I..!..1 axt) 
n! l1(t) l1(t) 2 2 l1(t) 
+ U(I + n + ..!..I_..!..I axt )]. (3.8b) 
2 2 l1(t) 
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When t< 1/20, then 7J(t )=20t< 1 and the main term of Eq. 
(3.7) is exp( - axi /7J(t)). Therefore, 
([x(t)]m)_e- xi/21 (t<1/20). (3.9) 
When t> 1/20, then 7J(t )=1 and the main term ofEq. (3.7) is 
exp( - 2Iat), i.e., 
([x(t)]m)_e- 2Ial (t>1/20), (3.10) 
that yields a relaxation time 
Trelax = 1/2Ia. (3.11) 
The moments, for small times, are growing functions of 
time; however, for large times, they are decreasing functions 
of time. Therefore, in the cases in which (3.7) are continuous 
functions of time, the moments pass through a maximum for 
t -1/20 and we again have the "boomerang" effect. 
We will finish this section studying the case when the 
potential barrier is very far away from the origin (that is, our 
initial state), i.e., when 
axi>1. (3.12) 
In such a case, as in Ref. 10, 
U(alclz)-z-a for Z-oo (Rea>O), (3.13) 
the functions rfJ'nm)(/,xI;7J(t)), defined by (3.8), may be written 
rfJ'nm)(/,xI;7J(t ))=( 7J(t) )1 + (I - m)l2 
axi 
x {(/)n(1 + !)n (7J(t) - l)n} 
n! axt 
(m= 1,2). 
Taking into consideration9 
00 z" 
zli'o(a,b;z)= L (a)n (b )n -, 
n=O n! 
zli'o(a,b;z-I) =~U(ala - b + liz), 
we arrive at 
f rfJ'nm)(/,x;7J(t ))=( 7J(tz' )1 -ml2 ( 7J(t) )1 
n=O axl 1-7J(t) 
X U(I I ~ 11 .:x;(t) (axt>I), (3.14) 
for m = 1,2. Substituting (3.14) into Eq. (3.7) we finally get 
r(1 +!) -axil'7ll ) ([x(t)]m)......, e e-4lal 
2om121T (axt)1 - ml2 
X U(I IJ.-I axt ) (axt>I), 
2 7J(t) 
(3.15) 
for m = 1,2. 
When t> 1120, we have 7J(t )= 1. With the approxima-
tion (3.13) we have 
([x(t)]m)......,r(/+!) e-ax~ e- 21al 
21Tam12 (axt)1 - m/2 
525 
(axi > 1 and t> 1/20). 
When t < 1/20 we can approximate 
7J(t)=20t<l, 1 -7J(t)=I, e- 4Ial=1 
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(3.16) 
(for I moderate). 
Remembering (3.13), Eq. (3.15) becomes 
([x(t)]m)......,r(/+!) e-X~/21 
21Tam12 (axi V + (I - m)l2 
(axi>1 and t<1/20). (3.17) 
Therefore, even when the potential barrier is very far away 
from the initial state, the evolution of the system depends on 
the position x I of the barrier. 
If we compare Eq. (3.16) with Eq. (3.10), and Eq. (3.17) 
with Eq. (3.9), we observe that the asymptotic temporal evo-
lution of the model is similar to the evolution of the general 
case. 
For x <XI the potential (3.3) is a hard-core potential. 
This implies that the barrier is a reflecting barrier. Thus, the 
probability current J (x,t ) must be zero for x<x I' In our case 
J (x,t ) is given by 
J(x,t) = K(x,t )[a(1/7J(t) - 1)x¢ (x) +!¢ '(x)], (3.18) 
where 
and9 
K (x,t )=(.!!....)112 exp{ - (b /2)t - ax2/7J(t) 1 
21T (sinh at )1/2 
¢ '(x) = {- 2/ 2xU(1 + 11~lax2), 
0, x<xl • 
(3.19) 
Thus J (x,t ) will be zero at the barrier if ¢ '(x) is a continuous 
function at x = x I' This implies that the potential barrier 
must be located at the zeroes of the Kummer function. 
If, instead of (3.4), we write 
¢ (x) = {U(I 1!lax2), x;>x l , 
a, x<xl , 
where a<1 (our potential is not completely hard core), we 
have 
P(x,t /O)~O for x<xI (3.20) 
[see Eq. (3.5)] and the barrier may be located anywhere. 
In Fig. 2 we have a representation of the potential (3.3) 
in the case where I = - 0.5. 
IV. STATIONARY DISTRIBUTIONS 
V(x) 
As is well known a one-dimensional FPE 
p(x,t) = -~[f(x)P(x,t)] +J.-£12P(x,t) 
ax 2 ax2 
x 
(4.1) 
FI~. 2. Re~r~tation of the potential (3.3) in the case / = - 0.5. The po-
tential bamer IS located atxI = 0.25 0 1/ 2, and the minimum atxo = 0- 1/ 2• 
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has a stationary distribution of the form 
PSt (x) = N exp{ 2 f" f(X')dX'}, 
when the probability current 
J(x,t) = f(x)P(x,t) _ ~ ap(x,t) 
2 ax 
satisfies the boundary condition 10 
lim J(x,t) = O. 
X-±/XI 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Both our general model represented by Eq. (1.4) as well 
as the models represented by Eqs. (2.1) and (3.2) satisfy these 
boundary conditions. Their stationary solution is 
Pst (x) = N [ ~i(X)] 2e - ax', (4.5) 
where 
and 
~I(X) = aF(/I!lax2) + pxF(1 + mlax2), 
~2(X) = e(aI2)"'D _ 21 (..j2Qx), 
~3(X) = U(/I!lax2), 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
(4.6c) 
a l / 2 [a2IF( -I) P2(1 + !)F( _I_!)]-I 
N = -- + --~---=-
1T' r(! -I) 4aF(l -I) 
(4.7) 
(provided that the proper choice of the constants a and p 
extends this normalization to the models (4.6b) and (4.6c)]. 
Let us study the stability of these stationary distribu-
tions. Following the criterion given in Ref. 4 we can affirm 
that the stochastic process represented by Eq. (4.1) has a 
stable stationary solution, and all moments (xm) up to the 
mth order exist if the following inequality is satisfied: 
L -l' -2SXf(x')dx' 1 = 1m > . 
x_", (m + l)lnx (4.8) 
In our case we have [see Eq. (1.3) and Ref. 9] 
LI = - 00, L2 =L3 = + 00, (4.9) 
whatever the values of m and I. We see therefore that the 
general model is completely unstable (let us remember that 
in this model, when p = 0, the model presented in Ref. 6 is 
included). As a matter offact, both the general model (4.6a) 
as well as the model of Ref. 6 do not behave correctly at 
infinity since Pst (x}-oo when x_ ± 00. 
Thus, we can affirm that the models presented in Sees. 
II and III are stable for any value of the parameter I. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
Relating the results of Sec. II with those of Sec. III, we 
observe that the nonlinear diffusion process, represented in 
general form by the drift (1.3), yields divergent momenta 
(and infinite relaxation times) if the diffusion process can be 
extended to the whole physical space. Nevertheless when, 
due to the introduction of a potential barrier, the diffusion 
process takes place in a limited part of space, the moments 
converge with finite relaxation time given by 
1"nonlinear = 1/21a. 
Comparing this relaxation time with the one that corre-
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sponds to a linear drift,f Il(q) = aqll, that is, 
1"linear = 11a, 
we observe that this process of nonlinear diffusion relaxes 
quicker than the linear diffusion if 
I>! . 
Let us remark also that the nondivergent model studied 
in this paper can reach large parts of space since the asymp-
totic evolution of the process is the same no matter how far 
away the potential barrier is from the initial state. 
The general model represented by Eq. (1.4) is unstable 
since its stationary distribution Pst (x) diverges. The models 
studied in Sees. II and III are stable. 
APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS 
We have to evaluate the integral 
I(m) = L~ xmp(x, ~)dX (m = 1,2, ... ). (AI) 
By means of the change of variables z = ax2, we get 
with 
K(t) F(I + !) e-21at(71(t))-1/2, 
21T'am12 
I\m)= [rm -1)I2e -ZI1](t)U(/I!lz)dz, 
%, 
I ~m)= 1'" z(m - 1)I2e - zl1](t) U (II! Iz)dz. 
(A2) 
(A3) 
(A4) 
(AS) 
The evaluation of I~m) is immediate taking into account 
that9 
1'" e-SZzk-1U(alelz)dz 
= F(b)F(l +b-e) S-b 
F(t +a+b-e) 
XF(a,b 11 + a + b - ell - +). 
where Re s > 1/2 and F(a,b lelz) is the hypergeometric func-
tion. 
The final result is 
I(m) = r((t +m/2)/2)F(t +m/2) ( (t))(I+m)/2 
2 F(l +1+m/2) 71 
xF(/,(t + m)/211 + 1+ m/211 - 71(t)), (A6) 
valid for m = 1,2,3, .... 
To evaluate I\m) we perform the change of variable 
y = zl71(t). Using the multiplication theorem9 
'" (a) (t + a - c) 
U(alelzz') = (z,)-a L" " 
,,=0 n! 
x(t- :,)"u(a+nlelz), 
we have 
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l\m) = (1](t W + m)/2 -/ f (/)n (/ + !)n (1 __ I_)n 
n =0 n! 1](t) 
X[ylm-I)/2e-YU(1 + nl!1 y)dy. 
y, (A7) 
For m = 1, and recalling that9 
f e-ZU(alelz)dz = - e-ZU(ale - liz) + C, 
(AS) 
the expression (A 7) becomes 
1\1) = (1](t W -I. {e - axil1J(t) [ f (/)n (I + !)n (1 __ I_)n 
n =0 n! 1](t) 
since 
X U(/+n 1_ ~ I ;i))] 
_ r(~) F(ll+.lli +~II __ I )}, 
r (I + ~) , 2 2 1](t) 
U(/+nl-!IO)= rm , 
r(/+n +~) 
r (I + n + ~) = r (I + ~)(I + ~)n' 
F(a,b lelz)= f (a)n(b )n z". 
n=O (e)n n! 
(A9) 
For m = 2, integrating by parts and taking into account 
(AS), Eq. (A 7) becomes 
1\2) = (1](t ))(312) -/ {e - QX~/1J(t)[ f (I)n (/7 !)n (1 __ I_)n] 
n=O n. 1](t) 
X __ I U I+n+- ___ I [ ax2 ( IIIlax2) 1](t) 2 2 1](t) 
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+ U(/+n +.ll_.ll axi )] 
2 2 1](t) 
_ rm F(/,I+W+2II-_I_}. 
r(1 + 2) 1](t) 
(AW) 
In general, 
l\m) = ( 1](t W + m)12 -/ { e - axil1J(t) 
X [ ~ . • /Jm)(1 . (t ))] r(~) n~o Ifn ,xh1] - r(I + I + m12) 
X F(1l + .lli + 1+ mil __ 1_) (All) 
'2 2 1](t) , 
with Vfnm) (1,x1;1](t)) given by (3.S). Expression (All) is only 
valid for m = 1,2. 
Substituting (All), (A6), and (A3) in Eq. (AI) and with 
the help of Ref. 9, 
F(a,b lelz) = (1 - z) - QF(a,e - b lelz/(z - 1)); 
in this way we obtain Eq. (3.7). 
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